Abstract. This article proposes an agent-oriented methodology called MAS-CommonKADS and develops a case study. This methodology extends the knowledge engineering methodology CommonKADS with techniques from objectoriented and protocol engineering methodologies. The methodology consists of the development of seven models: Agent Model, that describes the characteristics of each agent; Task Model, that describes the tasks that the agents carry out; Expertise Model, that describes the knowledge needed by the agents to achieve their goals; Organisation Model, that describes the structural relationships between agents (software agents and/or human agents); Coordination Model, that describes the dynamic relationships between software agents; Communication Model, that describes the dynamic relationships between human agents and their respective personal assistant software agents; and Design Model, that refines the previous models and determines the most suitable agent architecture for each agent, and the requirements of the agent network.
The application of the methodology consists of the development of the different models. Each model consists of constituents (the entities to be modelled) and relationships between the constituents. A textual template is defined for each constituent in order to describe it. The states of the constituents describe their development: empty, identified, described or validated.
The software process model of the methodology combines the risk-driven approach with the component-based approach. The general process is risk driven, that is, in every cycle the states of the models to be reached are defined for reducing the perceived risks. When a state consists of identifying components, the developed components (agents, services, knowledge bases, etc.) are candidates for reusing.
In order to illustrate the application of the methodology, we will develop a case study, called The Travel Agency. The problem consists of building a system that is consulted by a user for booking a flight, and answers with the cheapest available flights with lowest probability of being delayed. The system will be run by any company, and the information of the flights will be available from the airlines.
Conceptualisation
During this phase we will carry out an elicitation task to obtain a preliminary description of the problem. This is carried out following a user-centered approach by determining some use cases (scenarios) which can help us to understand informal requirements and to test the system. Use cases are described using OOSE notation and the interactions are formalised with MSC (Message Sequence Charts) [25, 24] .
We can identify one user role: the traveller, a person who wishes to travel. The following information should be supplied: departure date (dd), arrival date (ad) and destination (dest). Two scenarios are identified: the system answers with an available flight (num flight) or with no available flight (and the cause). If there is no available flight, the user can change the flight data. The interaction between the user and the system is represented using the use case notation of OOSE [15] (Fig. 1 , notation extended as explained in 3.1). The interactions of the use cases are formalised using MSC as a notation (Fig. 2) . In this figure two message interchange alternatives are combined with the alternative (alt) operator. A basic MSC contains the description of the asynchronous communication between entities called instances, and has primitives for local actions, timers (set, reset and time-out), process creation, process stop, coregions, and inline operators expressions for composition of event structures (alternative, parallel composition, iteration, exception and optional regions). The purpose in this phase is to get an idea of the interactions, but they will be refined later in the coordination model, specifying the data/knowledge interchanged and the speech-act of each interaction. 
Analysis
The results of this phase will be the requirements specification of the MAS through the development of the models previously described, except for the design model. These models are developed in a risk-driven way, and the steps are:
-Agent modelling: developing initial instances of the agent model for identifying and describing the agents.
-Task modelling: task decomposition and determination of the goals and ingredients of the tasks. -Coordination modelling: developing the coordination model for describing the interactions and coordination protocols between the agents. -Knowledge modelling: modelling of the knowledge on the domain, the agents (knowledge needed to carry out the tasks and their proactive behaviour) and the environment (beliefs and inferences of the world, including the rest of agents). -Organisation modelling: developing the organisation model. Depending on the type of project, it may be necessary to model the organisation of the enterprise in which the MAS is going to be introduced for studying the feasibility of the proposed solution. In this case, two instances of the organisation model are developed: before and after the introduction of the MAS. This model is also used to model the software agent organisation. Another approach to define a social level for MAS extending CommonKADS is presented in [11] .
Agent Modelling
Agents can be identified with the following strategies (or a combination of them):
-Analysis of the actors of the use cases defined in the conceptualisation phase. The actors of the use cases delimit the external agents of the system. Several similar roles (actors) can be mapped onto one agent to simplify the communication. -Analysis of the statement of the problem. The syntactic analysis of the problem statement can help to identify some agents. The candidate agents are the subjects of the sentences, the active objects. The actions carried out by these subjects should be developed by the agents as goals (with initiative) or services (under demand). -Usage of heuristics. The agents can be identified determining whether there is some conceptual distance [3] : knowledge distribution, geographical distribution, logical distribution or organisational distribution. -An initial task and expertise models can help us to identify the necessary functions and the required knowledge capabilities, resulting in a preliminary definition of the agents. The goals of the tasks will be assigned to the agents. -Application of the internal use cases technique. This technique is based on RDD [31] and its CRC (Class Responsibility Collaboration) cards. Taking as input the use cases of the conceptualisation phase and some initial agents, we can think that each agent "uses" other agent(s), and can use these agents with different roles. The use case notation ( Fig. 1 and 3 ) is extended for showing human agents (with the round head) and software agents (with the squared head). When an agent needs to use an agent for a particular function (for example, evaluate something), we look for such an agent in our agent-library for reusing, combining in this way the top-down and bottom-up approach. -Application of the enhanced CRC cards. A CRC is filled for each agent, describing its class. Each CRC is divided into five columns: goals assigned, plans for achieving these goals, knowledge needed to carry out the plans, collaborators in these plans, and services used in the collaboration. The back side of the CRC is used for annotations or extended description of the front side. In the proposed case study, we identify:
-Since there is a user (human agent), as a general rule, we create a user-interface agent derived from an interface agent class for each human agent. In this case, it will be called Secretary. The type of interaction (menu-based, etc.) between a human agent and his/her agent assistant should be modelled in the communication model. -Now we can recognise a knowledge distance (we need an expert in predicting flights without delays), with the role (class) of Predictor. -There is also a geographical distance, the information of the available airlines can only be accessed through Airlines-Clerk agents. This information will be requested from Airlines-Clerk agents, so it can be useful to define a group for these agents and send multicast messages. This group will be modelled in the organisation model.
We should then fill the textual template of the agent model for each identified agent, that includes its name, type, role, position, a description, offered services, goals, skills (sensors and effectors), reasoning capabilities, general capabilities norms, preferences and permissions.
The approach followed here is quite different from the approach of agent identification in synthetic ecosystems [23] , since we suppose that agents will be rather complex (because of their architecture) and we will try to limit the number of agents. 
Task Modelling
Tasks are decomposed following a top-down approach, and described in an and/or tree. The description of a task [8] includes its name, a short description, input and output ingredients, task structure, its control, frequency of application, preconditions and required capabilities of the performers.
The potential benefits of the development of this model are the documentation of the activities of the organisation before and after the introduction of the multiagent system. This documentation serves for supporting the maintenance and management of changes in the organisation and for supporting project feasibility assessment.
Coordination Modelling
The coordination model has two milestones: (1) definition of the communication channels and building of a prototype; (2) analysis of the interactions and determination of complex interactions (with coordination protocols).
The first phase consists of the following steps:
1. Describe the prototypical scenarios between agents using MSC notation (Fig. 4) . The conversations are identified taking as an input the results of the techniques used for identifying agents. During this first stage, we will consider that every conversation consists of just one single interaction and the possible answer. 2. Represent the events (interchanged messages) between agents in event flow diagrams (also called service charts) (Fig. 5 ). These diagrams collect the relationships between the agents via services. 3. Model the data interchanged in each interaction. The expertise model can help us to define the interchanged knowledge structures. These interchanged data are shown in the event flow diagram between squared brackets. 4. Model each interaction with the state transition diagrams of SDL (Specification and Description Language) [14] specifying speech-acts as inputs/outputs of message events (Fig. 6 ). These diagrams can be validated with the MSC diagrams. 5. Each state can be further refined in the task or expertise model. 6. Analyse each interaction and determine its synchronisation type: synchronous, asynchronous or future. The second phase consists of analysing the interactions for getting more flexibility (relaxing for example the user requirements), taking advantage of the parallelism [7] , duplicating tasks using different methods or resolving detected conflicts. When a cooperation protocol is needed, we should consult the library of cooperation protocols and reuse a protocol definition. If there is no protocol suitable for our needs, it is necessary to define a new one. We can use HMSC (High level Message Sequence Charts) [14] , which are very useful for this purpose. These diagrams (Fig. 7) show the road map (phases) of the protocol, and how the different phases (specified with MSC) are combined. A phase can be a simple MSC or another HMSC (e.g. counterp). The processing of the interactions is described using SDL state diagrams, and it is also necessary to fill in the textual protocol template specifying the required reasoning capabilities of the participants in the protocol. These capabilities can be described using one or several instances of the expertise model. The state diagrams consider three kinds of events: message events, events from other agents using message-passing; external events, events from the environment perceived through the sensors; and internal events, events that arise in an agent because of its proactive attitude. The potential benefits of the development of this model are:
-The development of the coordination model is a means for specifying the prototypical interactions between the agents working on the resolution of a problem, together with the interactions with the environment. This model is used to store the decisions of the structure of communications and the protocols associated with these communications. The usage of these descriptions is twofold: the designer can reuse protocols and scenarios and the intelligent agent can select them at run time. -MSC and SDL are formal description techniques with a well-defined syntax and semantics. The usage of these languages for specifying interactions in multiagent systems have been achieved by: (1) defining one signal type for each possible speechact (message type); (2) associating a logical expression to each state name (using commentaries); and (3) considering internal events (similar to spontaneous transitions) for changes in the mental state of the agent motivated because of its proactive attitude. In addition, a multicast message has been proposed and requested from the MSC standardisation working group, for simplifying the specification of group protocols. These languages have been used for supporting the system specification, design, documentation and definition of test cases. -The development of this model can help in the maintenance and testing of a multiagent system. 
Knowledge Modelling
The expertise model is used for modelling the reasoning capabilities of the agents to carry out their tasks and achieve their goals. Normally, several instances of the expertise model should be developed: modelling inferences on the domain (i.e. how to predict delays in flights, taxonomies of delays and flights, etc.); modelling the reasoning of the agent (i.e. problem solving methods to achieve a task, character of the agent, etc.) and modelling the inferences of the environment (how an agent can interpret the event it receives from other agents or from the world). When we have to develop the reasoning capabilities of an agent, we will reuse previously developed instances of the expertise model and adapt these instances to the new characteristics of the problem.
The expertise model [30] consists of the development of the application knowledge (consisting of domain knowledge, inference knowledge and task knowledge) and problem solving knowledge.
The usage of this model can take advantage of the work previously developed, for example for developing a planner [2] . Domain Knowledge: represents the declarative knowledge of the problem, modelled as concepts, properties, expressions and relationships using the Conceptual Modelling Language (CML) [28] or the graphical notation of the Object Model of OMT.
In our problem, if we are focusing just on the domain, we could identify concepts such as flight, airlines, delay, etc.; properties such as num flight, ao, dd,. . . . These concepts are arranged in domain models that describe a particular relationship between ¡ A very practical approach to the development of this model can be found in [17] .
themselves. For example, we could develop a causal model of what events cause a delay; a hierarchy of events, delays, etc. The road map of the developed domain models and their relationships are presented in model schematas.
Inference Knowledge: represents the inference steps performed for solving a task. There is a library of generic inference structures selected by the task type (diagnosis, assessment, etc.). These generic inference structures should be adapted to the problem. Consulting the library for modelling how to predict whether a flight is going to be delayed, we see that the task Prediction is not suitable, because this is used for suggesting what will happen next to the system. We found that the most suitable task is Assessment, whose inference structure (supposing no available norm) is shown in Fig.  8 . The inference structure is a compound of predefined inference types (how the domain concepts can be used to make inferences, represented as ellipses) and domain roles (rectangles). This generic inference structure should be adapted to our problem.
After defining the inference structure, it is instantiated into a similar diagram for the domain.
Task Knowledge: represents the order of the inference structures. The notation consists of inference structures and task-method inference decomposition structures.
Problem Solving Method: during the design we should specify a Problem Solving Method (PSM) for each inference type: how the inference is carried out. The PSMs are arranged in libraries for reuse.
The potential benefits of the development of this model are the utilisation of a wellknown knowledge level modelling framework, which has been successfully applied in several projects, and the provision of a library of generic components, specification languages and software tools. 
Organisation Modelling
CommonKADS defines the organisation model for modelling the organisation in which the knowledge based system is going to be introduced. Here the model is extended in the same way as the agent model for modelling the organisation of agents. This model shows the static or structural relationships between the agents, while the coordination model shows the dynamic relationships. The graphical notation of these models is based on the notation of the Object Model of OMT, adding a special symbol for distinguishing between agents and objects. An example of agent hierarchy diagram is shown in Fig. 9 . The aggregation symbol is used for expressing agent groups. The agent symbol is quite similar to the class symbol proposed in OMT, but has a different meaning. The upper box does not store the defined attributes as in OMT but the mental state and internal attributes of an agent, such as their goals, beliefs, plans, etc. The lower box stores the external attributes of the agents: services, sensors and effectors.
The inheritance relationship between agents is defined as the union of the values of the precedent classes for each attribute. For example, an agent class has its goals and the goals of the precedent agent classes. If an agent defines an attribute as exclusive, the values are overwritten.
The potential benefits of the development of this model is the specification of the structural relationships between human and/or software agents, and the relationship with the environment. The study of the organisation is a tool for the identification of possible impacts of the multiagent system when installed. In the same way, this model can provide information about the functions, workflow, process and structure of the organisation that allows the study of the feasibility of the proposed solutions. This model represents both class agent diagrams and instance agent diagrams, showing the particular relationships with the environment. In contrast with other paradigm (i.e. object oriented), the agent instance diagrams are frequently more relevant than the class agent diagrams.
As a result of the analysis phase, an initial set of agents has been determined. During the design phase the design model is developed. This phase is extended for MAS and consists of [13] :
-Agent network design: the infrastructure of the MAS-system (so-called network model [12] ) is determined, and consists of network, knowledge and coordination facilities. The agents (so-called network agents) that maintain this infrastructure are also defined, depending on the required facilities. Some of these required facilities can be: Network facilities: agent name service, yellow/white pages service, de/registering and subscription service, security level, encryption and authentication, transport/application protocol, accounting service, etc. Knowledge facilities: ontology servers, PSM servers, knowledge representation language translators, etc.
Coordination facilities: available coordination protocols and primitives, protocol servers, group management facilities, facilities for assistance in coordination of shared goals, police agents for detecting misbehaviours and the control of the usage of common resources, etc. The result of the common facilities shared by the agents allow the efficient communication between the agents and is expressed in an ontology, in the same way as the service ontology as defined by Nodine [22] . -Agent design: the most suitable architecture is determined for each agent, and some agents can be introduced or subdivided according to pragmatic criteria. Each agent is subdivided in modules for user-communication (from communication model), agent communication (from coordination model), deliberation and reaction (from expertise, agent and organisation models), external skills and services (from agent, expertise and task models). The agent design maps the functions defined in these modules onto the selected agent architecture. The issue of designing an agent architecture [5] is not addressed in the methodology, since the agent architecture is provided by the agent development platform. -Platform design: selection of the software (multiagent development environment) and hardware that is needed (or available) for the system.
The potential benefits of the development of this model are:
-The decisions on the selection of a multiagent platform and an agent architecture for each agent are documented. -The design model collects the information of the previously developed models and details how these requirements can be achieved. -The design model for multiagent systems determines the common resources and needs of the agents and designs a common infrastructure managed by network agents. This facilitates modularity in the design.
There are several proposals for defining an agent-oriented (AO) methodology.
Here we include a review and the relationship between these approaches and MASCommonKADS.
Kinny [18] defines a methodology for MAS extending OMT. He proposes two main levels: an external view for modelling the agent relationships (our organisation model) and the interactions (our coordination model). The internal view describes the mental state of a BDI (Belief-Desire-Intention) agent (our expertise and agent models). The modelling of the interactions is elaborated more in our coordination model. The internal view could be an interesting alternative to the our expertise model, though the expertise model offers a very elaborate framework for knowledge modelling.
Burmeister [6] describes an AO methodology, extending OO techniques. Three models are distinguished: agent model (our agent and expertise models), organisational model (our organisation model) and a cooperation model (our coordination model). She proposes a very interesting extension to the CRC cards and a clear development process. Our graphical notation for modelling interactions seems to be more detailed, and the knowledge modelling is elaborated more in the CommonKADS framework.
Kendall [16] proposes another AO methodology based on OO and enterprise modelling techniques. The use case model is very similar to our internal use cases. Coordination and knowledge modelling are not so well developed and the process development is not very clear.
MASB [20, 21] proposes an AO methodology that covers analysis and design. The behaviour diagrams are similar to the internal use case diagrams, and it proposes a new graphical notation (perhaps too complex) for modelling the agents. The conversation modelling is only mentioned.
CoMoMAS [10] proposes also an extension to CommonKADS for MAS. It has a very interesting extension to CML for MAS and a good redefinition of the expertise model. It also defines a new model for cooperation, but is less developed than our coordination model. Our model also proposes different graphical notations instead of just textual templates.
DESIRE [4] is a formal framework for multiagent modelling, that covers mainly our task, agent and expertise models. It could be suitable for specifying the design after the analysis phase.
CoLa [29] is a specification language for task decomposition, transactions and contracts, which are specified in our methodology in the task and coordination models. Our graphical notation could be easily mapped onto this specification language.
COOL [1] and AgentTalk [19] are an alternative to our coordination model. Our model takes advantage of the properties of formal description techniques and their standardised textual and graphical notation and semantics.
Conclusions and Future Work
The engineering approach [9] to agent-based systems development is a key factor for their introduction into the industry. This principled development will be specially needed as long as the number of agents of the systems increase. The standard advantages of an engineering approach, such as management, testing and reutilisation should be applied in the development of agent-based systems.
This paper presents an agent-oriented methodology that covers the software development life cycle of a multiagent system, through the development of seven models, that can be reused. The software process model combines a risk-driven approach with a component-based approach.
This methodology integrates techniques from a well-known knowledge engineering methodology, CommonKADS, with techniques from object-oriented methodologies and protocol engineering. The application of techniques based on well-known techniques is intended to facilitate the learning of the methodology and to provide confidence to the managers with techniques that have been successfully applied.
For each model of the methodology, we have shown the standard development process and the graphical notation. The methodology also defines textual templates for each model, not included here, and some non-standard development processes.
This approach is currently being employed in real applications. The feedback from these applications will help to refine the methodology.
Our main effort has been the development of the new model, the Coordination Model. The rest of the models are subject of further improvement.
Our future work is focused on the development of a workbench for the methodology, since there is no integrated environment available.
